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Thin film resistive switching devices based on perovskite SrTiO3 (STO) are the subject of recent studies 

focused on defect kinetics [1] and electrochemical switching mechanisms [2]—work which has addressed 

critical aspects of material performance and device design [3]. However, nano- and atomic-scale 

understanding of switching mechanisms, and the role of device fabrication parameters on switching 

behavior and device performance is an ongoing area of research [2]. Further, multi-bit architectures offer 

higher device density, so guidelines for design, fabrication and characterization of these devices is desired. 

We investigate nano- and atomic-scale aspects of single- and stacked multi-bit thin film resistive switching 

devices with varying electrode materials and thin film stacking schemes. From a materials perspective, 

we focus on oxide microstructure, potential highly defective zones, and their interfaces with the different 

electrodes employed. 

We have fabricated a series of resistive switching devices (see figs.1b and 2a) based on STO thin films 

using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Our devices show a stable resistive switching behavior in their I-V 

characteristics. The influence of electrode materials, substrate adhesion layers and STO microstructure is 

under investigation. Furthermore stacked devices of multiple single bits are fabricated and characterized 

in terms of single and multi-bit switching. For example, in the Pt|STO|Pt resistive switching device shown 

in fig. 1, the morphology of the top and bottom Pt electrodes varies considerably (this effect is also clearly 

observed in the device shown in fig. 2a). During STO growth the substrate and bottom Pt electrode are 

heated to 650 °C, which allows the Pt (deposited at room temperature by electron-beam evaporation) to 

anneal and produce a rather smooth interface with the columnar grained STO, fig. 1a. From Fourier 

analysis of atomic-resolution images, oriented growth of STO (Pm-3m) on Pt (Fm-3m) was observed in 

the 111 growth direction (i.e. vertically in fig. 1a). Conversely, the top Pt electrode is deposited following 

the growth of STO, which exhibited approximately 20 nm surface roughness, resulting in porous, granular 

Pt with a tortuous STO-electrode interface, fig. 1c. Images of the top Pt-STO interface revealed a diffuse 

interfacial region between Pt crystals comprising the metal electrode, and crystalline columnar grains of 

the STO film. In a second switching device with a Ti metal adhesion layer deposited between sapphire 

substrate and bottom Pt electrode (fig. 2), STEM ADF and EDX elemental mapping has been performed 

to investigate the compositional distribution throughout the device. Again dissimilar electrode 

morphologies were observed: Dense Pt below the STO formed a mostly smooth and well-defined oxide-

electrode interface, and more porous granular Pt above the STO formed a tortuous oxide-electrode 

interface. EDX mapping revealed that the Ti adhesion layer was not fully continuous, and appeared to 

diffuse through the bottom electrode to form TiOx at the bottom oxide-electrode interface (fig. 2b,d). This 

interpretation is consistent with [4], and corroborated by Sr elemental map of the same region (fig. 2c), 

which shows the absence of Sr at the bottom oxide-electrode interface coincident with the Ti-enriched 

region in fig. 2b. 

In this work we examine the influence of film morphology, interfacial atomic structure, composition, and 

chemistry at STO-electrode interfaces on the resistive switching behavior in PLD thin film resistive 

switching devices. We discuss device electrical behavior in light of electrode material choice (i.e. metal 

or oxide), and film growth strategies such as the use of adhesion layers between device and substrate. 
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High resolution images and spatially-resolved spectroscopic data (i.e. EDX and electron energy-loss 

spectroscopy) acquired at STO-electrode interfaces are presented, with the goal of elucidating resistive 

switching behavior of devices. Multi-bit thin film device architectures are also currently under 

investigation, and device performance will be discussed in terms of nanostructures and elemental 

mapping. [4] 
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Figure 1. (a) Bright-field TEM of interface between bottom Pt metal electrode and STO thin film in the 

Pt|STO|Pt resistive switching device shown in (b). (b) STO film and STO-electrode interfaces in 

Pt|STO|Pt resistive switching device (diagram is inset). (c) Top Pt electrode STO interface. Regions 

shown in (a) and (c) are indicated via lines to (b).  FEI Tecnai F30, 300 kV. 

 
Figure 2. (a) STEM ADF image of Ti|Pt|STO|Pt resistive switching device grown on Al2O3. (b-d) EDX 

composition maps of the region shown in (a); Ti adhesion layer is highlighted in (b). Al Kα1, Pt Mα1, Ti 

Kα1, Sr Kα1 and O Kα1 X-ray lines used; FEI Talos F200X, 4-segment EDX . 
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